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The introduction of the legendary Melco N1 High resolution Digital Music Source has changed the 
way we listen to high resolution digital music. Previously IT or Computer devices were required, 
and the fact that these general purpose devices cannot be optimised for audio meant that the true 
performance could never be realised.  Setting up IT devices for audio is not easy, and managing 
music collections required PC skills.

Melco has now changed everything: High-Res digital music sounds exactly as it should, becoming a 
worthy source for the finest audio systems, while setup and music management no longer requires 
any special skill.

Welcome to the world of simple-to-use yet breathtaking-to-experience digital audio
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The Melco N1 series has transformed Hi-Res digital music in the home.  And now, thanks to the unceasing efforts of the 
Melco R&D engineers, the revised Mark2 hardware further advances Hi-Res Digital Music Playback. Extreme attention 
to detail ensures that the quietest electrical environment, which is essential for digitally-stored content, contributes to 
the superb audio performance.

Melco N1 is a truly universal music source.  Initially conceived as the only audiophile alternative to an IT NAS for 
streaming systems, the N1 will also deliver digital music to a USB DAC without any of the inherent problems of a 
laptop, whilst also acting as both a streamer and a USB DAC player.  Recent additions to the feature set now include 
CD playback into a USB DAC, using the same technology as Hi-Res music playback.  Creating a new era in CD sound 
quality using the latest DAC technology, Melco N1 can breathe new life into a CD collection without the need to import 
into the on-board storage.

Not only is the N1 the perfect store for Hi-Res music, with easy importing and easy backup. It will also play music into 
a USB DAC or connect to a network streamer, from a local library, other networked libraries, streaming music sources 
(Android control), from CD and even from temporary USB connected sources.  With the added option to import a CD or 
the content from a connected USB flash drive into the local library, Melco N1 music libraries offer the most convenient 
solution for digital music storage and playback, require no PC skills for set up or management, yet deliver outstanding 
audio quality which cannot be achieved with IT or computer devices.
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Melco Network Connected Music Store and Server

Melco is designed for audio.  Only audio.
IT NAS is designed to be very fast and flexible, host various plugins, communicate to many devices on the network, 
and be a jack of all trades.  By designing only for audio, we avoid all the compromises of a multipurpose IT device, 
and this is immediately obvious when considering the network connectivity.

IT NAS will connect to the network switch or router with a single LAN port, and the network player or streamer 
will also connect to the network switch with a single LAN port.  Crucially, this is the same as all the other devices 
in the home - most of which are not audio devices and are very busy creating network traffic that compromises the 
performance of the player.

But uniquely, Melco has two Ethernet ports and sophisticated internal network data processing.  One port is 
connected to the network and receives all network traffic – the majority of which is intrusive and damaging to 
sound quality. Melco N1 features a separate PLAYER Ethernet port that simply connects to the player, filtering 
all unnecessary network traffic.  The connection to the Player is direct without the damaging effects of an IT 
dataswitch (router), allowing the data packets from the N1 to be correctly timed with low jitter.  Music data is 
supported in all formats up to DSD 256 and PCM 32bit/384kHz.

The Ethernet streamer or Player connected to the PLAYER port continues to have Internet access for streaming 
services as well as firmware updates, whilst any tablet or app control will be undisturbed over the network.

Melco can access all open music shares on the network as well as internet streaming music services on the 
LAN port.  This data is all processed within the N1 before being presented to the PLAYER port, thereby improving 
playback of streaming sources as well as music collections on IT NAS or visiting laptops, for example.

Multiroom systems can also access the N1 and the music stored locally from the LAN port, and the powerful UPnP 
server will then give a whole house experience in the same way as any IT NAS.  There is, however, an additional 
benefit with Melco – the N1 is proof against power drop outs, simply restarting automatically after a power cut. All 
this simultaneous with playing on the PLAYER port.
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TABLET/SMARTPHONETABLET/SMARTPHONE

STREAMER

STREAMER

Optional NAS
(Music best stored on MELCO)

LAN PLAYER

NAS

Unwanted data traffic filtered between N1 LAN and PLAYER ports.
Music data  from Network NAS and other Music shares 

is cleaned by ‘Ethernet Purifier’ in N1A. 
 Similarly Premium Services and Internet Radio data is purified.

Music data 
undamaged 
and pure

Unwanted 
network 
traffic

Music Data 
damaged by 
switch

TVTV

COMPUTER

COMPUTER

SwitchSwitch

WI-FI ROUTERWI-FI ROUTER

Streamer connected directly to Melco player port.  
Full benefit of Melco dedicated Player port.

Conventional Streamer connected to data switch  
and NAS – streamer receives unwanted traffic.

Separate LAN and PLAYER ports Direct mode connects Melco and Streamer directly without need for any other network device
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Melco N1 is the perfect high resolution music source for a high quality external USB connected DAC.

Compared to driving a DAC from a laptop, there are many advantages resulting in greatly improved performance 
of the Hi-Fi Music Player on the same noisy network.

Melco is connected to the power using a 3 wire high current IEC connector and has a true electrical ground.  
By comparison, laptops use 2 wire mains with no ground reference and the circulating ground currents flow via the 
USB cable to the DAC – seriously compromising the sound quality.

The data management within N1 is more like a high-end CD player than any computer or laptop, with a low jitter 
precisely clocked data path.  The dedicated USB connection to the DAC is a Neutrik panel connector, with precise 
USB 2.0  data configuration for optimum compatibility with DACs and no complicated drivers or setup.  In most 
cases, simply plug in the DAC and play music. The N1 will even auto transcode music if required.

Additional fine tuning allows for DACs that have a small latency in delivering music – the N1 has a precision start 
feature to ensure no notes are missing at the beginning of a track.

Browsing and selection of the music will normally be accessed using any UPnP control point app on a tablet.  But it 
is now possible to browse and play music directly from the Melco Front panel, so there is no need for any network 
connection. Just navigate to the required music from the front panel OLED display and press PLAY.  Similarly, a CD 
is simple to play - load the CD into a USB connected CD drive and select PLAY.  The full performance of the USB 
connected DAC now benefits CD replay without the need to first import the CD.

Similarly, music on USB Dongle or USB drive can be played directly from the front panel port of an N1A or the 
EXPANSION port on an N1Z, again without the need to import.

Melco Source for USB Connected DAC
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Dedicated USB port 
for USB DAC

Play CD directly 
through connected 
USB DAC
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N1ZS20/2N1ZS20/2 WITH 2TB MELCO AUDIO GRADE SSD STORAGE
Second generation Audio Grade SSD optimised for superior audio performance unlike super-fast computer drives.

Dual power supplies separating power for HDDs and delicate signal processing electronics
Ultra-low noise construction with massive feet, rigid H frame, extensive shielding  

and multiple power supply filtering and capacitor blocks with Film capacitor for each supply.
Easy import, easy download, easy backup, direct CD play, direct USB play, USB-DAC and Ethernet streaming.
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Specification (Black or Silver)

Music Storage  2 x Audio Grade Gen2 SSD 1.0TB. 
Total 2.0TB (RAID 0 (Striping) RAID 
selectable

Network Connectivity LAN Port - Gigabit Ethernet 
(1000Base-T) PLAYER Port  /  
DSM - Gigabit Ethernet (1000Base-T)

USB Connectivity USB Connectivity USB-DAC USB 2.0 
port dedicated to high performance 
Audio DAC Backup 

USB 3.0 Rear Panel 

Expansion USB 3.0 Rear Panel

USB 3.0 Rear Panel - Import or DAC or 
CD Import / Play 

USB Player 
Compatibility

384kHz/32bit PCM, QUAD DSD 
11.3MHz 256fs,

AIFF, AIFF-C, AAC, ALAC, DSF, 
DSDIFF,

FLAC, WAV. (Auto transcode to suit 
DAC)

(DSD to PCM conversion selectable)

Power supply Multi- voltage AC 100V-120V, 220–240V 
Nominal

3 wire IEC with ground 

Ground Terminal: Dedicated chassis 
ground terminal

30W PSU for System and Data related 
devices

30W PSU for SSD related devices

2 x High Capacitance Power Bank with 
Film capacitors

Multiple low noise voltage regulators

Size 350 x 75 x 370 mm 
(13.8 x 3.0 x 14.6 inches)

Weight 8.5kg(18.7lb)

N1ZS20/2
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N1ZH60/2N1ZH60/2 WITH 6TB INTERNAL STORAGE
Selected small form factor HDD for maximum sound quality.  Vibration and noise protected HDD compartment.

Dual power supplies separating power for HDDs and delicate signal processing electronics
Ultra-low noise construction with massive feet, rigid H frame, extensive shielding and multiple  

power supply filtering and capacitor blocks with Film capacitor for each supply.
Easy import, easy download, easy backup, direct CD play, direct USB play, USB-DAC and Ethernet streaming.
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N1ZH60/2

Specification (Black or Silver)

Music Storage  2 x 2.5 inch selected HDD 3TB. Total 
6TB (Spanned) RAID selectable

Network Connectivity LAN Port - Gigabit Ethernet 
(1000Base-T)

PLAYER Port  / DSM - Gigabit Ethernet 
(1000Base-T)

USB Connectivity USB Connectivity USB-DAC USB 2.0 
port dedicated to high performance 
Audio DAC 

Backup USB 3.0 Rear Panel

Expansion USB 3.0 Rear Panel

USB 3.0 Rear Panel - Import or DAC or 
CD Import / Play 

USB Player 
Compatibility

384kHz/32bit PCM, QUAD DSD 
11.3MHz 256fs,

AIFF, AIFF-C, AAC, ALAC, DSF, 
DSDIFF,

FLAC, WAV. (Auto transcode to suit 
DAC)

(DSD to PCM conversion selectable)

Power supply Multi- voltage AC 100V-120V, 220–240V 
Nominal

3 wire IEC with ground 

Ground Terminal: Dedicated chassis 
ground terminal

30W PSU for System and Data related 
devices

30W PSU for SSD related devices

2 x High Capacitance Power Bank with 
Film capacitors

Multiple low noise voltage regulators

Size 350 x 75 x 370 mm 
(13.8 x 3.0 x 14.6 inches)

Weight 8.5kg(18.7lb)
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N1AH60/2N1AH60/2 WITH 6TB INTERNAL STORAGE WITH VIBRATION REDUCING HDD CRADLES
6TB total capacity from  2 x 3TB drives, selectable RAID modes.

Power supply with additional high performance Capacitor Bank to minimise electronic noise.
Low noise construction with 10 amp IEC mains connector with true ground,  

Easy import, easy download, easy backup, direct CD play, direct USB play, USB-DAC and Ethernet streaming.
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N1AH60/2

N1AH60/2 Specification (Black or Silver)

Music Storage  2 x 3.5 inch selected HDD 3TB. Total 
6TB (Spanned) RAID selectable

Network Connectivity LAN Port - Gigabit Ethernet 
(1000Base-T)

PLAYER Port  / DSM - Gigabit Ethernet 
(1000Base-T)

USB Connectivity USB Connectivity USB-DAC USB 2.0 
port dedicated to high performance 
Audio DAC 

Backup USB 3.0 Rear Panel

Expansion USB 3.0 Rear Panel

USB 3.0 Rear Panel - Import or DAC or 
CD Import / Play

USB 3.0 Front Panel – Import or 
Expansion or DAC or CD Import / Play

USB Player 
Compatibility

384kHz/32bit PCM, QUAD DSD 
11.3MHz 256fs,

AIFF, AIFF-C, AAC, ALAC, DSF, 
DSDIFF,

FLAC, WAV. (Auto transcode to suit 
DAC)

(DSD to PCM conversion selectable)

Power supply Multi- voltage AC 100V-120V, 220–240V 
Nominal

3 wire IEC with ground 

Ground Terminal: Dedicated chassis 
ground terminal

30W PSU for System and Data related 
devices

30W PSU for SSD related devices

2 x High Capacitance Power Bank with 
Film capacitors

Multiple low noise voltage regulators

Size 436 x 62 x 352 mm   
(17.2 x 2.4 x 13.9 inches)

Weight 7kg(15.5lb)
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Second Generation Audio Grade SSD on non-magnetic foundation plate (N1ZS20)

Second Generation data-processor board with extensive audio tuning (all models)

Power supply Capacitor Bank with Film capacitors (N1ZH60 and N1ZS20)

Melco is a high-performance Audio-
phile source of high resolution digital 
music.  It is not an IT device and is therefore 
capable of considerable improved performance.

The data path within the N1 is based on a precision low-jitter 
clocked data bus, whether the music is delivered to a USB DAC or to an 
Ethernet streamer. Immediately this approach is taken, the benefits of a really low 
noise environment, impossible within a computer or IT device, becomes apparent.

Mechanical vibration is reduced to a minimum; the very solid N1Z chassis with heavy aluminium 
extrusions and a stable H frame construction minimises any possibility of vibration.  The HDD 
compartment, whether for HDD or Audio Grade SSD, is heavily reinforced against vibration and 
the drives are supported on a massive non-magnetic brass foundation plate. The whole chassis is 
supported on massive vibration-reducing feet as used in the award-winning 40th Anniversary Melco.

Each operational element, power supplies, HDD, processor and data management, capacitor 
block, and system control, are isolated within the H frame which also eliminates electrical 
interaction.

System noise is reduced at source – each power supply is extensively filtered with a Capacitor 
Bank separated from the main PSU PCB incorporating both high performance audio-grade 
capacitors and film capacitors.  HDD supplies are separate from the signal and data processing. 
Wiring is carefully dressed and screened, with extensive copper foil used to restrain any possible 
noise leakage. Even the top cover is treated with copper foil over the power supply areas to 
ensure the quietest electronic environment.

All in pursuit of the finest performance…..

True High-end   
Audiophile Engineering
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Easy import from USB 

Easy import from CD 

Easy expansion and easy backup ports

Melco N1 – great Hi Res Digital Music  
– and so easy and convenient.

The Melco N1 is not an IT device - it is dedicated to music storage and playback.  This means 
that all tricky setup common to IT devices is eliminated ; in most cases the N1 can be simply 
switched on and will play music with no setup.

 There are many convenience features to help make the N1 simple to use.

Easy Backup  - Each Melco N1 can store many thousands of albums, making it essential 
all data is backed up in case of failure or loss of the machine.  N1 has a BACKUP port 
which connects to any USB 3.0 HDD of sufficient capacity for a 1 button backup.

Easy Expansion – Melco has a large capacity for extensive music libraries, but if 
collections outgrow the internal storage, a USB drive can be simply added to the 
EXPANSION port – no setup necessary.

Easy Music Transfer – The N1 is visible on the Network as an open share folder to 
allow easy transfer of collections to the machine.

Easy Music Import – As well as playing directly from a USB drive or dongle, each N1 
will automatically import music from the USB port with just one button press. Fast 
transfer with USB 3.0.

Easy Music Download – Download directly into the Melco Downloads 
folder without touching the N1!  Simply purchase music on the site of 
our partner vendors and each N1 automatically and regularly requests 
latest purchases be downloaded with full CRC data check for confidence 
that the music file is not corrupted – not possible with PC downloads.

Easy CD Import – simply connect a USB optical disc reader and load a CD.  Each N1 will 
automatically lookup the metadata and import the CD music bit-perfect transfer and 
metadata with high resolution cover art.  Multiple choices, if available, are presented 
for selection before the import takes place to avoid having to edit metadata.
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TECHNICAL AND USER SUPPORT FOR MELCO N1 IS AVAILABLE PRIMARILY 
FROM A NETWORK OF TRAINED DEALERS AND DISTRIBUTORS.  

FULL LIST OF DEALERS AND DISTRIBUTORS AVAILABLE AT  
HTTPS://WWW.MELCO-AUDIO.COM/SUPPORT/WHERE-TO-BUY/

EMAIL MELCO AT INFO@MELCO-AUDIO.COM

FURTHER SUPPORT IN EUROPE IS AVAILABLE FROM
WWW.BUFFALO-TECHNOLOGY.COM/EN/SUPPORT  

(Simply select region and language)

ADDITIONALLY PRODUCTS CAN BE REGISTERED ONLINE WITH 
WWW.BUFFALO-TECHNOLOGY.COM/EN/SUPPORT/SUPPORT-CONTACT
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Melco, (Maki Engineering Laboratory Company), was established in 

Japan in 1975 by Makoto Maki, a passionate audiophile determined to 

create the finest, high-end components. His undoubted masterpiece 

was the groundbreaking modular Melco turntable that set new 

standards in music reproduction. 

From those early beginnings Melco became the largest computer 

peripherals manufacturer in Japan, Buffalo, offering advanced products 

based on rigorous R&D. These included Wireless routers, Ethernet 

Data Switches and storage devices. 

Mr Maki personally initiated the current Melco Audiophile NAS  

project having identified serious shortcomings in the  

conventional IT industry solutions being used  

for hi-res audio at the highest level.

Melco’s
heritage
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